THE NEW

MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS
ANNIVERSARY EDITION.
THE UNEXPECTED UNDERDOG.

THE MINI CLUBMAN AND COUNTRYMAN SHADOW EDITION.

Celebrating 60 years of the iconic Mini Cooper and the ongoing legacy of the MINI and John Cooper brands, the new MINI John Cooper Anniversary Edition
is a very special limited edition. Based on the John Cooper Works model, it comes with a fixed specification including unique edition content and graphics.
Featuring Rebel Green exterior paint colour and a contrasting white roof, mirror caps and bonnet stripes – which have become synonymous with the classic
Cooper race cars, this is enhanced further by white door handles and headlight rings. There’s also a nod to the first Mini Cooper race winner, which won the
Snetterton Lombank Trophy as number 74, in the year following its creation. This number is featured on the door and offset on the bonnet, along with the
iconic Cooper Car Company logo on the side scuttles and door sill finishers. The new MINI John Cooper Works Anniversary Edition is limited to 740 vehicles
worldwide with only 60 units in the UK. So what are you waiting for?

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS.

IN ADDITION/REPLACEMENT TO THE MINI HATCH JOHN COOPER WORKS STANDARD EQUIPMENT.^
EXTERIOR:

INTERIOR:

–	18" John Cooper Works Course Spoke alloy wheels in
two-tone, including run-flat tyres
–	Rebel Green exterior paint colour
–	White roof and mirror caps
–	White bonnet stripes featuring red pinstripes
–	White headlight and rear light surrounds
–	White door handles
–	‘74’ decal on bonnet
–	‘74’ decal on door
–	Cooper design on side scuttles
–	Cooper badge on C-pillar
–	Edition numbering plaque
– Black waistline finisher
– John Cooper Works Carbon Fibre tailpipe tips
– Darkened rear glass

–	John Cooper Works sport seats with Dinamica / leather
upholstery in Carbon Black
–	Piano Black interior trim
–	Cooper family signatures on the dashboard
–	Red circle design representing Cooper badge on
interior trim
–	Cooper logo design on bottom steering wheel spoke
–	Cooper door sill finishers

– Comfort Access System
– Rear view camera
– Folding and auto-dimming mirrors with dipping
parking function; including MINI logo projection
– Front Park Distance Control
– Parking Assistant
– Harman Kardon Hi-Fi System
– Navigation Plus Pack, including:
– Navigation System
– Apple CarPlay
TECHNOLOGY AND INFOTAINMENT:
– Real Time Traffic Information (RTTI)
– Intelligent Adaptive Suspension
– Digital cockpit display
– Comfort Plus Pack, including:
– Head-up Display
– Automatic air conditioning
– Concierge Service
– Seat heating
– MINI Connected XL with additional features including
– Storage compartment pack
Journey Mate functionality, ‘last mile navigation’ and
– Front centre armrest
‘car finder’
– Enhanced Bluetooth with wireless charging
The John Cooper Works Anniversary Edition is available with manual or sport automatic transmission, but otherwise it is a set specification with no other alternative options available.

‘74’ decal on bonnet, white bonnet stripes featuring red
pinstripes and white headlight surrounds

TECHNICAL DATA.

Cooper logo design on bottom steering wheel spoke

Figures for vehicles with sport automatic transmission are shown in [ ].

ENGINES AND PERFORMANCE:

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CO2 EMISSIONS:

– Capacity: 1998 cm3
– Max. output: 231 hp
– Max. torque: 320 Nm
– 0–62 mph: 6.3 secs [6.1 secs]
– Top speed: 153 mph

– Fuel consumption (combined):
40.9 mpg [42.8 mpg]
6.9 l/100 km [6.6 l/100 km]
– CO2 emissions (combined):
157–156 g/km [151 g/km]

†

Piano Black interior trim with Cooper family signatures on
the dashboard

PRICING.
OTR* PRICE FOR THE CAR WITH
MANUAL TRANSMISSION

FROM

OTR* PRICE FOR THE CAR WITH
SPORT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

FROM

^
For more information about the MINI Hatch John Cooper Works standard equipment, please refer to the MINI Hatch price list. † Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare
fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of
factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. The CO2 figures shown have been determined according to the WLTP test.
WLTP has been used as the applicable CO2 figure from 1 April 2020 for first year vehicle tax (VED) and from 6 April 2020 for company car tax (BIK). The CO2 figures were previously based
on the NEDC equivalent. * OTR price is based on the Recommended Retail Price (including VAT) and On The Road charges (including delivery and emergency service, vehicle first
registration fee and VED costs).
Prices and technical data shown are those in effect at the time of publishing and may alter periodically subject to product changes. Information valid for vehicles from November 2021
production. Published in November 2021.

£33,800
£35,500

